Understanding B-Site Disorder in HAADF-STEM Images of Double Perovskite Thin Films Using the Quantum Excitation of Phonons Model
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Advances in aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) have allowed for sub-Ångstrom probes and atomic resolution imaging. High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM produces images with contrast related to the average atomic number (Z) of the species in a given column, which can be useful in characterizing local ordering phenomena. However, to fully exploit the characterization potential of HAADF-STEM experimental images must be examined in conjunction with simulated images. Comparisons between experiment and simulation facilitates the identification of the underlying structure of the specimen in the presence of the confounding effects of dynamical scattering, thermal diffuse scattering (TDS), and other inelastic processes [1]. Experimentally, quantitative HAADF-STEM imaging is non-trivial but offers the ability to capture spatially resolved chemical information with atomic resolution [2].

In the developing field of spintronics, it has been difficult to find materials systems with properties that lend themselves to the use of electron spin for read/write capabilities in solid state devices [3]. Half-metallic double perovskites, of the form A₂BB’O₆, have been found to be of particular interest in the field of spintronics because they exhibit high spin polarization and Curie temperatures well above room temperature [4, 5]. High-quality, double perovskite epitaxial thin films are essential to realizing the full potential of spin injectors, which in turn is highly reliant on the degree of B/B’ site ordering within the film. Here we shall consider two different types of materials in the double perovskite family: Sr₂FeMoO₆ (SFMO) and Sr₂CrReO₆ (SCRO).

In the double perovskite crystal structure, SCRO, single species columns of Cr and Re, as well as mixed species columns of Sr/O, form along the <100> direction. In a linear imaging model, the intensity is based on the average Z within the column, this structure, when perfectly ordered, provides three distinct intensity levels with Re columns having the highest intensities (Z_Re = 75), Sr/O columns intermediate intensities (ZSr/O = 27) and Cr columns the least intense (Z_Cr = 24), Fig. 1. However, experimentally it has been seen that some regions of the SCRO thin film, typically near an interface with the substrate, do not exhibit three distinct columnar intensities, but instead have atomic columns of similar intensity, Fig. 2. This observation would seem to point towards varying degrees of atomic ordering on the local level.

In this work we used the quantum excitation of phonons model [6] to simulate HAADF-STEM images of double perovskite thin film samples with varying degrees of B/B’ disorder. By varying the amount of local disorder introduced into the system, the affect that disorder has on the intensity of the atomic columns was studied. These types of calculations can be used in comparison with experimental images where local disorder is observed, the result of which will allow for a better understanding of the relationship between the processing, crystal structure, and physical properties of these thin films. Results
and preliminary comparisons to experimental images will be presented and discussed for a quantitative determination of B/B’ disorder in SFMO.
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Figure 1: Simulated HAADF-STEM image and crystal structure of perfectly ordered <100> SCRO

Figure 2: Experimental HAADF-STEM image of <100> SCRO (top layer) exhibiting apparent local disorder at the interface transitioning to fully ordered further from the interface.